The MAMUTH BB Versatile Case Sealer is designed to be the most efficient piece of equipment on your production floor. It is a rugged, heavy gauge system utilizing both top and bottom belts driven by two motors (one motor for the top belts and one motor for the bottom belts) to securely and powerfully turn your case sealing into a quick, complete, inexpensive and almost effortless part of your production process. Additionally, when you order your sealer you have the opportunity to purchase a fully integrated inkjet coding system at a tremendous savings to make your case coding and sealing an incredibly efficient one step process.

The BB comes complete, already loaded with everything you might want for case sealing options. Its front and rear roller packing tables make your production easy and simple. It is no problem for your operators to feed the system, or to transfer your sealed case to a collecting conveyor or a pallet. It is already supplied with both casters and stabilizing / leveling feet so you can roll it into place and then lock it down for production with very little effort. Its self centering guide rails and multiple crank handles mean that you can change over smoothly and easily from one size box to another in a matter of seconds.

BENEFITS

- The MAMUTH BB Versatile Case Sealer is the best choice for most production environments. It is commonly used to meet the demands of sealing the majority of the carton sizes found in food and beverage and in many other industries.
- The BB comes complete with carton top squeezers to create a secure top flap closure while eliminating gaps between the flaps, and infeed and outfeed tables to make your case sealing operation as simple and convenient as possible.
MAMUTH BB VERSATILE CASE SEALER

FEATURES

- Top and Bottom Case Sealing
- Both Top (2) and Bottom (2)
- Belt Driven: 4 Belts Total
- Powerful, Two Motor Driven
- Industrial Grade Belts
- Secure, Powerful, Consistent
- Case Management and Case Sealing
- Front Packing Table
- Rear Packing Table
- Carton Top Squeezers
- Easy Infeed and Pack-Out
- Self-Centering Side Rails
- Easy Changeover
- Casters and Leveling Feet
- Easy Mobility and Set Up
- 65fpm Belt Speed
- 40+ Cases per Minute
- Plug in and Run
- Easy Adjustments
- Nothing Left to Buy, a Complete, Full Featured system.

INDUSTRIAL

The heavy gauge cabinetry, industrial belts powerfully driven by two motors, and tremendous versatility insures continuous operation in even the harshest high volume production environments. The MAMUTH BB Versatile is the best choice for the majority of production environments.

System Specifications

- Belt Placement: Both Top and Bottom Belts (4 Total)
- Seals both the Top and the Bottom of the Carton
- Belt Speed: 65 feet/minute
- Sealing Method: Pressure-Sensitive Tape
- Tape Width: Manages 2" tape
- Min Box Size: 6" Wide x 4.5" Tall x 4.5" Long
- Max Box Size: 19.5" Wide x 25" Tall (Infinite Length)
- Electrical Requirements: 110 VAC
- Footprint with Infeed and Pack-Out Tables 69.5"L x 31" W
- Machine Weight: 325 lbs.

CASE SEALING

MAMUTH Case Sealers are engineered and built to provide the most rugged, heavy gauge, easy to use and dependable industrial case sealing solutions possible for your production floor. When you need both the right case sealer and the right price, choose MAMUTH.